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While the BMW X6 kept speeding down the road, Ji Feng’s brows were locked as he asked, “This 

brother, what is the Royal Clubhouse?!” 

The name Royal Clubhouse made Ji Feng feel surprised, the name sounded like an ordinary clubhouse, 

but what made him feel strange was how did Xiao Yu suddenly run into the clubhouse? 

And in that clubhouse, Xiao Yu seemed to be in trouble, this couldn’t be some bad and dirty place, right? 

The guard driving the car said: ”Little Chief, this Royal Club is an entertainment place, although the 

name is Club, but because the people who come here are usually some rich gentry ladies from Yanjing, 

or some rich big bosses, that’s why this place is known as the Royal Club. Bubble-book_bar() In fact, the 

original name of this clubhouse was Clubhouse No. 9.” 

“Number nine?” 

Ji Feng frowned slightly, “Can this Royal and Number Nine have anything to do with each other?” 

“This, I’m not too sure anymore, there’s something about this clubhouse, I’ve only heard about it.” The 

guard said. 

Ji Feng then nodded and said, “Xiao Yu is in this Clubhouse No. 9 and seems to be in trouble, you drive 

faster and have to get there as soon as possible.” 

“Yes!” As soon as this guard heard that it was actually Ji Xiaoyu who was in trouble, he answered loudly 

and gradually increased his speed. In his heart, he was secretly saying, “Who the hell is so ungrateful, 

how could they have messed with Ji Xiaoyu? 

Club No. 9, also known as the Royal Club, was located in the western suburbs of Yanjing. Compared to 

the urban areas within the third ring, this could indeed be considered a suburb. 

However, when Ji Feng arrived at the entrance of the club, he found that the business of the club was 

actually very good, and both the decoration and the scale were actually not much worse than the Wanli 

Club. 

Originally, he thought that Wanli Club should be the first-class club in Yanjing, but he didn’t expect that a 

club he had never heard of before could be comparable to Wanli Club. 

At least, in terms of scale and decoration style. 

The guard, guided by the car boy, drove the car to the car park, while Ji Feng had gotten out of the car at 

the entrance and walked straight to the front door. 

A doorman immediately came forward and politely asked, “This gentleman, please show your 

membership card!” 

Ji Feng was stunned, he hadn’t thought that a membership card was actually needed here. General clubs 

could be straightforward to enter, at most they required a neat dress code or formal wear, but this place 

was actually the same as the Wanli Club, what membership card was needed? 



“Sorry, I don’t have a membership card!” Ji Feng said frankly. 

“So reality is not a member!” 

The porter’s expression however did not change in the slightest and still said politely, “Then sir, please 

follow me!” 

“You can enter even if you’re not a member?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Yes, sir, we are divided into a members’ area and a non-members’ area!” The porter replied politely, 

“Sir doesn’t have a membership card, so you can enter the non-member area!” 

Ji Feng felt that this porter was very skillful in his words, he only said that those without membership 

cards could enter the non-member area, while in other words, they could not enter the member area! 

The same meaning, two different words, but two very different feelings in the hearts of those who 

listened. 

But Ji Feng was not interested in delving into this tactfulness of speech right now, he took out his mobile 

phone and dialed Ji Xiaoyu’s number directly. 

“Hey, Third Brother, have you arrived?” Ji Xiaoyu’s voice seemed a little eager. 

Ji Feng was instantly relieved in his heart, as long as Ji Xiaoyu could still answer the phone, it proved that 

she was not in much trouble, as long as the person was still safe, everything else was still said. 

“I’ve already arrived at the entrance, but the porter said I can only enter the non-member area!” Ji Feng 

said, “Xiao Yu, where are you?” 

“Third Brother, wait a minute, I’m going to pick you up!” Xiao Yu finished speaking and immediately 

hung up the phone. 

Listening to the busy tone coming from the phone, Ji Feng couldn’t help but be stunned, and then he 

secretly said, “It seems that this girl is really in big trouble, otherwise, she certainly wouldn’t be so 

eager!” 

“This gentleman, may I ask if you still want to enter?” The porter asked politely. 

Ji Feng laughed, “Someone is here to pick me up!” 

He looked carefully towards the inside and immediately found that on both sides of the hall, there were 

indeed two passageways, and they were divided into one high and one low, seemingly leading to 

different places. These two passageways should be leading to the so-called members’ area and the non-

members’ area respectively! 

This is quite interesting! 

I don’t know what was going on, but Ji Feng was somewhat interested in this Royal Club. 

He deliberated carefully and suddenly his eyes lit up. Two passages, one rising in a spiral shape and the 

other leading directly to the back, this pattern, seemed very much like a certain building Ji Feng 

remembered. 



…… bunker! 

That’s right, this kind of building pattern, very much like a bunker, and a bright bunker at that! 

The so-called Ming Fort is actually considered a kind of defensive blockhouse, which is definitely not 

very unusual if placed on the battlefield, but appearing in this prosperous metropolis is a bit strange. 

Ji Feng could not help but be a little surprised, a clubhouse, why is built like a bunker, to fight a war ah? 

Of course, the impression of this so-called bunker is only Ji Feng’s opinion, and that is also caused by the 

shape of the two passages of the building, but in fact, from the outside, the Royal Club is a luxuriously 

decorated, occupying a very large scale of a luxury club. 

Moreover, the interior of the clubhouse did not resemble a bunker anywhere except for those two 

passageways. 

“Could it be that he was too sensitive?” Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head, and then he laughed 

bitterly, now it was the time when Xiao Yu was in trouble, how could he still have the mind to think 

about other things! 

Stomp stomp stomp …… 

A rapid sound of footsteps came quickly, Ji Feng immediately looked up, he looked through the revolving 

door of the clubhouse and found Ji Xiaoyu, who was wearing a pink down jacket, running quickly, her 

pretty face carrying an eager emotion. 

Ji Feng immediately walked over, but in his heart he was relieved, as long as Xiao Yu was alright, as for 

other things, they were all outside of his body, the most important thing was Ji Xiao Yu’s personal safety. 

“Third brother, you’re finally here!” Arriving in front of Ji Feng, Ji Xiaoyu was immediately filled with joy, 

her forehead still had a little bead of sweat on it, “Third brother, come with me quickly, warmth is in 

trouble inside!” 

“Who?!” 

Ji Feng’s eyebrows instantly furrowed, “Xiao Yu, didn’t you say on the phone that it was you who was in 

trouble? How come it’s cozy again? What’s wrong with you?!” 

Seeing Ji Feng’s stern words, Ji Xiaoyu was instantly scared, she looked at Ji Feng carefully and said in a 

low voice, “Third brother, are you angry? It was warmth that said that if I told you it was her that was in 

trouble, you definitely wouldn’t have come over and would have called me away. So ……” 

“So you lied to me?” Ji Feng asked with a sullen face. 

Ji Xiaoyu nodded cautiously and asked carefully, “Third brother, are you angry?” 

Seeing her shrunken head, whatever anger Ji Feng had was directly amused, but he still had a sullen face 

and hummed, “Shouldn’t I be angry? I received your call and immediately rushed over, scaring me into a 

cold sweat, do you think I should be angry?” 



Ji Xiaoyu spat out her tongue, grabbed Ji Feng’s arm, wrinkled her nose and said petulantly, “Third 

brother, don’t be angry, let’s hurry inside now, otherwise, later on, the cozy will have to be dragged over 

to accompany the wine!” 

Ji Feng grunted, “Whether she accompanies the wine or not has nothing to do with me, Xiao Yu, in the 

future, when you come to such places again, you have to come with your family, understand? You’re still 

young now, you don’t know how messy it is out here!” 

“Got it, third brother, but ……,” Ji Xiaoyu just wanted to speak, before Ji Feng pulled his hand and yanked 

him away. 

“Okay, don’t but, grandfather is still waiting for you in the courtyard, let’s hurry back!” Ji Feng said 

smilingly, whether or not warm and fuzzy was giving someone else an escort, Ji Feng wouldn’t care, 

since he had already decided not to deal with this person, he wouldn’t have any more contact with her. 

Besides, it’s perfectly normal for a star like warm and fuzzy to be dragged along for a drink, and many 

stars are even marked up with prices, such as how much a drink costs and how much a kiss costs …… 

The company of alcohol for the stars, and not what to kill things, there is a need to be so nervous? 

Because of the very bad impression of warmth, Ji Feng did not treat warmth as any serious woman. 

“Third brother, third brother ……” Ji Xiaoyu took Ji Feng’s hand and kept shaking it, “Third brother, 

warmth is my friend oh, just for my sake, help her, OK? ” 

“How can I help?” Ji Feng grunted and said in an unpleasant manner, “Stop talking, hurry up and go back 

with me, this is not a good place, from now on, run less here!” 

“Third Brother, I’m going back with you, but if we don’t go to save Cozy, she’ll be miserable!” 

Ji Xiaoyu said eagerly, her petite size following behind Ji Feng, wrinkling her little nose and begging, 

“Third brother, you don’t even know, that foreigner is so scary, his face is all hairy, it’s like a gorilla, by 

the way, warmth said, that foreigner has a fake hand that can be taken off, the bones are like robots, it’s 

so scary ……” 

Ji Feng suddenly stopped in his tracks, turned his head in surprise and asked, “Xiao Yu, what did you just 

say?!” 

“I, I said I was going to save Cozy!” Ji Xiaoyu was taken aback. 

“Not that sentence, you just said, what does that foreigner’s bones look like? A robot?” Ji Feng asked, 

“Xiao Yu, say it more carefully, how is it like a robot?” 

“I, I can’t say it clearly, it’s what warmth told me, she said it’s because she went to the wrong box, and 

all of a sudden she saw that foreigner taking his arm down as if he was rubbing oil …… then she ran out 

and just said this, then those people rushed in and grabbed her! ” Xiaoyu chirped. 

“Robot-like arms ah ……,” Ji Feng rubbed his chin and suddenly became interested because a name came 

to him – Dynasty! 
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“Xiao Yu, do you think …… that metal arm that Warmth saw, could it be that foreigner’s prosthetic 

limb?” Ji Feng deliberated for a moment before asking, “It is said that there is some kind of high-tech 

prosthetic limb, the entire prosthetic limb can be made into an alloy, even the skin looks the same as the 

real one ……” 

Ji Xiaoyu stomped her foot eagerly and hummed, “Third brother, what time is it, why are you still in the 

mood to study other people’s prosthetic limbs? Let’s go and get Cozy out, okay?” 

Ji Feng however frowned, Xiao Yu’s words reminded him of the foreign assassin from the dynasty he had 

met in Jiangzhou before, the metal spine looked so weird that when he first looked at it at the time, it 

sent chills straight up Ji Feng’s body. 

Because that kind of shape, definitely not something that could be done by ordinary surgery, the human 

vertebrae, that was the most important component on the entire human body, apart from the brain. A 

person, without arms or legs, or even limbs, turned into a human stick, could live as long as they were 

treated properly. 

In the history of China, there have been people who had their limbs cut off and were placed in an altar 

and survived just the same. 

However, no one has ever heard of a person surviving after having their vertebrae removed! 

If only a part of one of the vertebrae had been removed, perhaps with certain special medical 

treatments, life could be preserved. 

However, the foreign assassin that Ji Feng saw at that time, he had his entire vertebrae made up of a 

weird metal, which meant that his vertebrae had been completely extracted! 

The fact that he could still survive under such circumstances was beyond the realm of medical 

treatment, and it really sent cold sweat down one’s back and chills down one’s heart! 

Because this meant that someone was using medical technology beyond human beings to turn a living 

human being into a monster with metal bones! 

Ji Feng instantly thought of a word – transformation! 

That’s right, it was transformation! It was transforming a human being! 

It’s taking a living person and experimenting on them, pulling out human bones and replacing them with 

bones of metallic composition, turning the person being transformed into a person with some special 

ability …… 

The mere thought of that scenario makes people’s hearts tingle! 

Although Ji Feng didn’t say much at the time, nor did he talk to anyone about these issues, it doesn’t 

mean that Ji Feng wasn’t shocked in his heart! 

From that time on, Ji Feng had been extremely concerned about that so-called dynasty organisation, and 

the king that He Hongwei had spoken of. 



And now, he was hearing about foreigners and metal limbs once again from Xiao Yu’s mouth, and 

although this time it was only metal arms, it made him think of a certain association. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but say in his heart, “Also both foreigners, both with metal bodies …… Is it just a 

coincidence?” 

“Third brother, what are you thinking about, third brother? Let’s hurry up and save the cozy!” Ji Xiaoyu 

took Ji Feng’s hand and kept shaking it, “I know you don’t like warmth, but this time she’s really in 

danger, let’s leave after we save her, okay?” 

Ji Feng deliberated for a moment and finally nodded, “Okay, you take me with you!” 

“Really?!” 

Ji Xiaoyu instantly lit up, and immediately nodded her head in a panic: “Yes! Good! Third Brother, you’re 

so kind!” 

“It’s fine to go and save her, but I want a promise from you, from now on, no more coming to this kind 

of messy place with other people, especially not with warmth, otherwise, I’ll tell your father about this, 

and see how he’ll fix you up!” Ji Feng coldly snorted and said with a sullen face. 

Ji Xiaoyu’s little face instantly fell and she said bitterly, “Third brother, I promise I won’t come to such 

messy places again, don’t tell my dad, okay? Third brother, I know you’re the best, you definitely won’t 

bear to see me being scolded, right?” 

Ji Feng was instantly exasperated by her, he gave Ji Xiaoyu a strong knock on the head, “You girl, if you 

come here again in the future, see how I’ll clean you up!” 

Ji Xiaoyu smiled cheekily and immediately pulled Ji Feng’s hand and walked towards the Royal Club, 

“Third brother, hurry up, just now Warmth was taken away by those bad guys, if we don’t go again, we 

don’t know what will happen, hurry up!” 

Ji Feng was pulled by her and walked forward quickly, his mind was even more rapidly turning. 

In fact, Ji Feng was very puzzled in his heart, according to common sense, such a luxurious club like this, 

there will certainly be a matching security, the security measures inside will generally be very well in 

place. 

But now, when there was an arrest here, no security personnel had stepped in to stop it, which was 

obviously out of line with common sense and made people feel strange. 

“Could it be that those guys who arrested people had something to do with the clubhouse?” Ji Feng 

secretly said, if that was the case, it really wasn’t that easy to save people today. 

Ji Feng made up his mind, no matter what the other party’s origin was, he always had to find out the 

truth first. 

When the two of them arrived at the door, they saw the guard who had brought Ji Feng earlier standing 

in front of the door waiting, and when he saw Ji Feng and the two of them arrive, he immediately went 

forward and said, “Little Chief, Miss Sun!” 



Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “Follow me in to save the people!” 

“Yes!” The guard immediately answered, raising his hands in the air, showing the elegance of a soldier. 

Ji Feng, however, looked a little frowned, it was naturally very good for a soldier to have a tough man’s 

temperament, but, on this occasion now, others could tell at a glance that he was a soldier, and it might 

be a little troublesome then. 

“By the way, haven’t asked what the brother’s name is?” Ji Feng didn’t rush in, but asked with a smile. 

“Guo Zijian!” The guard said. 

Ji Feng laughed, “Brother Guo, you shouldn’t call me little chief, I’m just an ordinary student, you can 

just call me by my name!” 

“This ……” Guo Zijian was a bit hesitant. 

Ji Feng smiled, “It’s settled! Let’s go!” 

Guo Zijian also stopped insisting and followed behind Ji Feng towards the Royal Club. 

When the three of them reached the door, the doorman just came up and was ready to ask, Ji Xiaoyu 

hurriedly took out a card from his pocket, “We are members!” 

The porter immediately said, “Three distinguished guests, please go this way!” 

He guided Ji Feng and the three of them to the passage that led directly to the back, and Ji Feng 

pretended to have no intention of asking, “This gentleman, where does this passage above lead to?” 

“Oh!” 

The porter smiled politely, “We are leading to the upper floor, but usually the guests will take the lift, 

this passage is actually just a decoration!” 

Ji Feng smiled thoughtfully, but he knew that this passage was definitely not a decoration, because from 

afar, there were obviously quite a few footprints on those steps, although they weren’t very obvious, 

they couldn’t escape his eyes. Obviously, just a short while ago, someone else had walked here. 

Because such a luxurious clubhouse, the cleaning work must be very timely, but there were footprints 

on these steps, so it must be that someone had walked here after the last cleaning. 

But now Ji Feng didn’t know exactly what this passage was used for, nor did he know where it actually 

led to. In order to avoid the doorman getting suspicious, Ji Feng didn’t ask too many questions and 

stepped directly onto the other passage. 

After sending the three of them to the passage, the porter politely said goodbye and went back to the 

entrance again. 

Ji Feng and the three of them walked along the passageway, and under the guidance of Xiao Yu, the 

three of them went through the lobby and arrived at the lobby on the first floor, where there were four 

lifts. 

“Third Brother, those bad guys are on the fourth floor, let’s hurry up!” Ji Xiaoyu said eagerly. 



“Let’s go!” Ji Feng nodded with a smile and took the lead towards the lift. 

Seeing Ji Feng and the three of them coming over, the staff member who opened the lift immediately 

pressed it and asked, “How many people want to go to the fourth floor?” 

“Fourth floor!” Ji Xiaoyu said. 

Ji Feng didn’t say anything, but only secretly raised his vigilance and unobtrusively observed the lift’s 

surroundings …… At the four corners of the lift, there were cameras, obviously, this place should be 

equipped with CCTV or some other monitoring device, moreover, the cameras were not very concealed, 

but they were very clever. 

The four corners above the lift were in the shadows where the lights could not shine, so even if one 

looked carefully, one might not be able to see them. 

The more Ji Feng looked at it, the more he felt that this clubhouse was very odd. He always felt that it 

would have a sneaky feeling, making people feel depressed in their hearts and completely lacking the 

bright feeling of other clubhouses. 

“What the hell is this place, why is it so odd?!” Ji Feng secretly raised his guard and secretly said in his 

heart. 

“Dingdong-!” 

Just as Ji Feng was pondering, the lift had reached the fourth floor. 

“Xiao Yu, lead the way in front!” Ji Feng said in a deep voice, at the same time, he gestured to Guo Zijian, 

who immediately understood and touched his hand to his waist. 

“Third Brother, this is the box!” Ji Xiaoyu pointed at the door of a room with ‘408’ written on it and said, 

“We’re in room 406 next door, and the cozy is because he misread the door number, that’s why he 

broke in by mistake!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Brother Guo, keep an eye on Xiao Yu!” 

Guo Zijian immediately stepped forward and shielded Ji Xiaoyu behind him, looking at the door of room 

408 warily. 

Ji Feng, however, did not rush to knock on the door, he slowly activated the bio-current in his body, his 

gaze gradually cast across the door of the compartment, and the situation inside was suddenly nowhere 

to be seen! 

“This is ……” Ji Feng was stunned to find that the inside of the compartment was actually not as tightly 

packed as he had imagined, there was only one person sitting on the sofa by herself, and she was not 

restrained either, but she was motionless, as if she had been given acupuncture points. 

“It’s really strange!” Ji Feng hummed as he took out a tissue from his pocket, gripped the room door 

handle and slowly opened the door. 

“Xinxin?” Xiao Yu shouted and just wanted to run over, but was stopped by Guo Zijian. 



Ji Feng frowned and looked at Xinxin, she was sitting on the sofa, her eyes were dull, her face was filled 

with a fearful expression, her hands were clutching the corners of her clothes tightly, her whole body 

was shaking constantly …… 

“Is she possessed?!” Ji Feng frowned and asked, “Xiao Yu, so you’re just here to trick me for fun today?” 

He had already observed, there was no one else in the room, it was just warm and fuzzy, where was the 

sign of being caught? 
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Ji Xiaoyu was also very strange, she hesitantly said, “Third brother, Xinxin was really taken away, but 

now how, how ……” 

Ji Feng hummed, “You go and ask what’s going on, if it’s alright, we’ll leave now!” 

“Oh!” Ji Xiaoyu beamed in aggravation and hurried up, nudging Xinxin and asking with concern, “Xinxin, 

what’s wrong with you? Is everything alright?” 

“Ah?!” 

Warmth, who hadn’t made a single movement, suddenly shrieked in alarm, and immediately she 

clutched Ji Xiaoyu’s arm tightly, screaming over and over again, “Monster, monster ah!” 

“What are you screaming for!” Ji Feng’s face suddenly sank as he coldly snorted, “What’s the look of 

panicking!” 

He had never had a half-hearted feeling towards warmth, and at this moment, seeing this unimaginative 

and chaotic shouting of hers, coupled with the fact that warmth had brought Ji Xiaoyu to a place like the 

clubhouse, he was even more unhappy in his heart. [Ye*zi] [Yo*you] bubble-( 

Wen Xin was immediately stunned, and then her tears fell down, “Ji, Ji Shao, there are monsters, there 

are really monsters ……” 

“Where is the monster?” Ji Feng asked in a deep voice, his heart also alerted, could it be that his guess 

was true, that this Royal Club had something to do with the metal skeleton man he had seen before in 

Jiangzhou? 

Wen Xin, however, shook her head in a panic and said, “That, that monster is gone!” 

“How did it leave?” Ji Feng frowned and asked, “Say in more detail, they didn’t do anything to you, 

right?” 

“He, they ……” Wenxin gabbled a long list of words, but Ji Feng didn’t understand a single word, it was 

obvious that Wenxin had become a bit incoherent. 

Ji Feng looked at her with a sullen face and said: “I see that you have no way to talk now, it is better to 

go back first, and when you can narrate fluently, then you can talk about today’s events. Also, if you are 

hurt, please call the police!” 

Wen Xin nodded, but her eyes were still full of fear, as if she had seen something unbelievable, . dot 

com 



“Xiao Yu, hold her up, let’s get out of here first!” Ji Feng pretended that he had no intention of scanning 

around the room, he found that there were at least three or four cameras working in the room, it was 

obvious that there should be someone watching here, and what to say could not be said here. 

Ji Feng gave a wink to Guo Zijian, who immediately complied and escorted Xiao Yu and Wen Wen out, 

while Ji Feng stayed behind. 

With his hands behind his back, he paced back and forth in the compartment, his heart alert, the bio-

current in his body running fast, ready to strike the strongest blow at any moment. 

“The foreigner with the metal arm, who was arrested when he was spotted, the security personnel at 

the clubhouse did not react ……” Ji Feng’s mind analyzed the events that happened today in detail, 

“From the time he received Xiao Yu’s call to now It’s been at least two or three hours, yet warmth hasn’t 

been harmed in the slightest, and she knows she’s encountered a monster …… strange, really strange!” 

Ji Feng can be sure that it is definitely not because he is too sensitive, this matter is odd everywhere, 

very abnormal. 

In fact, although Ji Feng had no good feeling about warmth, but he also knew that warmth would not be 

so stupid that she could not even recognize a prosthetic limb, and to be able to make warmth so fearful, 

that metal arm was obviously very unusual. 

Ji Feng suddenly had a thought in his mind, it wasn’t very strange for a person to have a metal arm, a 

prosthetic arm, many people who had been injured or had problems with their arms would basically 

have a prosthetic arm fitted. According to reason, warmth should not feel too scared. 

But the fact is, Warmth did get scared. 

There was only one possibility, then, that it was definitely not the arm that scared Cozy, but the 

foreigner with the metal arm! 

But another question came up, since Cozy had seen the foreigner, and if the other party really had 

something that couldn’t be seen that had been revealed, why didn’t they arrest Xiao Yu as well? 

“This so-called Royal Club is really strange to the extreme!” Ji Feng paced back and forth, slightly 

lowering his head to avoid letting the camera see his facial expression, while his gaze was stern. 

It wasn’t that Ji Feng liked to meddle, but because this matter involved Xiao Yu, and he always felt that 

there was some connection between this place and that dynasty in the dark, so he had to find out. Just 

to~ 

Ji Feng faintly closed his eyes and imagined the scene from before …… 

Wen Xin mistakenly entered this compartment and ended up seeing a foreigner who was taking his arm 

down, according to Xiao Yu’s relay, this foreigner was covered in hair and he seemed to be rubbing oil 

on his arm, while there should be other people in the compartment at that time. 

Cozy then exited in a panic, but the men rushed into Cozy’s compartment and grabbed Cozy but not 

Xiaoyu …… 

Swish! 



Ji Feng snapped open his eyes, he suddenly thought of a question, the other side did not arrest Xiao Yu, 

nor did they hurt Cozy, could it be because …… they did not want to, but could not, or did not dare to! 

Is there a possibility that those people were afraid that after hurting Warmth, things would get too big 

and would attract the attention of others? 

“Perhaps, it’s their own preconceptions?” Ji Feng shook his head slightly, from the very beginning he had 

connected this place to the dynasty himself, but what if in fact that wasn’t the case? 

What if that foreigner’s arm was really a prosthetic arm? 

…… There was that possibility too! 

Maybe foreign countries have this kind of high technology and the prosthetic limbs made might be 

special, and it’s scary to feel warm without having seen it …… very possible! 

Ji Feng sighed lightly, shook his head slightly and secretly said, “It seems that that killer from the dynasty 

at that time, that metal spine, did give himself a big shock, so that he can’t let go of it until now, and 

can’t help associating it in the direction of the dynasty when a little wind blows!” 

“Really ……” Ji Feng shook his head and laughed, instead of speculating here by himself, why not go to 

the security department of the clubhouse and ask, warmth was caught, this can be completely as a 

conflict well, test the clubhouse side of what reaction! 

The whole process looked as if he had turned a little too far, nothing unusual could be seen. 

“Something’s going on!” Ji Feng’s heart suddenly shook, he pretended to turn around as if nothing had 

happened and took two steps towards the side, but his gaze fell on the place where he had just slipped a 

little, where there seemed to be some liquid. 

Ji Feng took out a tissue from his pocket, covered his mouth and pretended to cough a few times, and 

immediately, the tissue ‘accidentally’ fell to the ground. 

He hurriedly squatted down and picked the tissue up, only in the process of picking it up, his hand 

slightly exerted itself to wipe up the liquid on the ground. 

Ji Feng looked around and went straight into the restroom that came with the box. 

“Sure enough, there’s no camera!” Ji Feng coldly snorted in his heart, this compartment was covered 

with cameras, but there wouldn’t be any in the washroom, no one liked to watch others go to the toilet, 

at least Ji Feng didn’t have this bad taste. 

Ji Feng picked up the paper towel, his gaze immediately became incomparably harsh, the liquid on this 

paper towel was surprisingly …… 

“There really is a connection!” 

Ji Feng’s heart shook, the smell of this liquid was so familiar, so similar to the smell on the bones of the 

foreign killer with a metal spine that he met in Jiangzhou, the only difference was that the foreign killer 

in Jiangzhou had the smell of gasoline on him, that was the smell that got on his body after the car had 

been knocked over. 



If other factors were put aside, Ji Feng could be sure that the smell of this liquid on the tissue paper was 

exactly the same as the smell on the foreign killer in Jiangzhou! 

When he thought of what Xiao Yu had said before, Ji Feng understood clearly that this liquid, in fact, 

should be a kind of oil! And, it was an oil that was specifically used for that kind of metal bones! 

“This so-called Royal Club is really connected to Dynasty, and moreover, it should still be a very intimate 

relationship!” Ji Feng was certain in his heart, yet when he remembered something about the dynasty 

that his second uncle had told him, he suddenly had a shuddering feeling. 

The members in this Royal Club were basically all dignitaries, which meant that Dynasty’s influence had 

really penetrated into all areas of China, and they were all high-end areas! 

The power that Dynasty holds in its hands is truly terrifying! 

Ji Feng narrowed his eyes and stared at the tissue paper in his hand, his face yīn incomparably sullen. 

“Dynasty ……” 

He murmured softly, what kind of organization is this Dynasty, how come there are still …… transformers 

inside?! 

After deliberating for a moment, Ji Feng took out another piece of paper from his pocket, threw it into 

the toilet and flushed it, then he fiddled with his belt and walked out, tidying up his clothes again, before 

striding out of the box. 

After leaving the box, Guo Zijian and Ji Xiaoyu were waiting outside the door. Seeing Ji Feng, Ji Xiaoyu 

immediately said, “Third brother, what took you so long inside? Shall we go back now?” 

“How can we go like this?” Ji Feng hummed, “Go to the service desk first, I’d like to ask them, this club 

almost had an act of murder in the club and no one actually asked about it, is this how the club treats its 

guests?” 

“Go!” He waved his hand violently and led the way towards the lift. 

…… 

Meanwhile, in a bright room, there was a large screen hanging on one wall, which was displaying 

different images, one of the small screens was showing the very same box 4o8 that Ji Feng had been to 

before. 

In front of the screen were three people, one with a ghost face mask, one was a tall foreigner wearing a 

black sè coat and looking very imposing, and the other, a woman of short stature. 

“This young man, is the leader of the third generation of the Ji family?” The man in the mask asked. His 

(her) voice appeared to be so evanescent that it was impossible to make out whether it was a man or a 

woman. 

“Yes!” The short woman said, “Lord in charge, this little brute is the direct descendant of the Ji Family, Ji 

Feng!” 



“In that case, it was him who struck Black Wolf when he lost his hand in Jiangzhou?” The masked man 

sneered, not knowing whether he was angry or happy, “What a nice brat, even Black Wolf died at his 

hands …… I’m a bit moved!” 

  

Chapter 534 

“Lord supervisor, do you want me to go and do away with them?!” The tall foreigner asked in a cold 

voice, “That woman saw my arm earlier, and this Ji has been around the box for a long time just now, he 

might have found something ……” 

“Shut up!” 

The masked man snorted coldly, “Stupid! If you hadn’t violated the organization’s rules and exposed 

your physical characteristics, how would that woman have known? I warned you a long time ago that 

this is China, not Europe, people here don’t follow the rules that well, be careful with everything, how 

did you do that?!” 

The tall foreigner was so frightened that he didn’t dare to speak, except for the dangerous glint in those 

blue eyes. 

“Don’t worry, as long as you have cleaned up the compartment already, that Ji won’t be able to find out 

anything, and we have already served the woman, she has started to create confusion now, at most a 

day, she won’t remember what happened today …… “The masked man waved his hand and said, “Now 

our task is not to bother with these irrelevant people, but to focus on dealing with the He family, which 

is a greater threat to us than the other families, especially that He Hongwei!” 

“Lord in charge, can’t we just do away with He Hongwei?” The short woman asked, “There’s also that Ji, 

he’s even more hateful than He Hongwei and a bigger threat to the organisation!” 

“Swish!” 

The masked man suddenly turned his head back and stared coldly at the short woman, saying in a deep 

voice, “Looks like you’re treating my words like bullshit! How long have you only been a member of the 

organisation? Since when is it your turn to voice your opinion here?” 

“Yes, yes, yes! Lord Supervisor, I was wrong ……” The short woman was startled and scrambled to 

apologize. 

“Not a second time!” The masked man’s voice said grimly. 

“Yes!” 

The short woman hurriedly answered, she had seen the tactics of this Lord in charge before, so naturally 

she did not dare to violate them halfway. Although she was extremely resentful in her heart and wanted 

to put that little beast Ji Feng to death, but since the lord in charge had given the word, she no longer 

dared to say anything more. 

“You all remember, this is China, not Europe, here they can disobey the rules, but we must obey them, 

China is not as weak as you think, there is an ancient heritage here, and some characters are very 



scary!” The masked man said in a deep voice: “The people in the world who are most adept at playing 

intrigue are the Chinese, you are asking for trouble if you want to play intrigue with the Chinese!” 

“Yes! Your Excellency!” The tall foreigner and the short woman both flinched and bowed in response. 

“Lord in charge, then what happened today ……” the tall foreigner asked hesitantly. 

“I’ve already told you to ignore these guys for now,408 and it’s only the most ordinary of boxes, he 

won’t find anything! That woman won’t remember …… dealing with the Ho family first either!” The 

masked man said in a cold voice. 

“Yes!” The foreigner said respectfully. 

The short woman, however, was a little hesitant and carefully said, “Lord in charge, my son is still 

unconscious until now, please help save him!” 

The masked man’s voice was still a bit wavering: “If you want the organization to save your son, you can 

only extract the bones and inject the alloy liquid ……” 

“Lord in charge, can, can we use other methods ……” the short woman asked cautiously. 

“Your son’s body, the experts in the organization have already examined it, there is an extremely special 

energy in his body, very tenacious, his body must be gradually separated before he can be saved, other 

than that, there is no other way!” The masked man said. 

The short woman was silent, an extremely complicated look appeared on her face, but her eyes were 

filled with a strong hatred, gritting her teeth and saying darkly, “Ji Feng, you little bastard, you have put 

my son in a coma until now, I will make you die!” 

If Ji Feng was here, he would have been shocked to recognise that this woman was no other than the 

Qiao family’s main mother, Qiao Rong, with whom he had previously had a violent conflict! 

In fact, Qiao Rong’s body was not considered short, but in front of that tall foreigner, it looked extremely 

short, not even the height of that foreigner’s shoulder! 

What’s more, if Ji Feng knew that Qiao Rong had gone with the dark dynasty, I’m afraid that chills would 

run down his spine and would cause him to take it very seriously. 

However, at this moment, Ji Feng was unaware of all this because he knew that there were people 

watching in the box, and in order not to let the other party suspect that he had found something in the 

box, he was leading the three of them, Ji Xiaoyu, to the service counter in an aggressive manner, ready 

to raise questions. 

“Bang!” Ji Feng slapped a fierce slap on the service counter, the three service staff inside were startled 

and one of the girls panicked, “This gentleman, how can I help you?” 

Ji Feng coldly snorted, “We were partying in the box above and a foreigner and a few hooligans suddenly 

barged in and grabbed my friend, if we hadn’t rushed over in time, it would have almost been a big 

disaster! It took two to three hours, but none of your security personnel showed up. Do you have to give 

me an explanation today?” 



“This, is this some kind of misunderstanding?” The waiter said politely, “Please wait a moment, sir, I’ll 

make an enquiry for you ……” 

“Bang-!” 

As soon as that waiter’s words fell, he saw Ji Feng fiercely lift his foot high up and smashed it onto the 

service counter with a loud bang, the solid wood service counter, to his surprise, was smashed into 

pieces! 

“Ah…!” Those waiters immediately screamed in terror, hugging their heads in panic and dodging, in a 

state of disarray. 

Everyone in the hall was startled and looked over to this side. These people couldn’t help but be secretly 

surprised, which second generation ancestor of the family was this, how could he be so bold as to dare 

to use force in this Royal Club? Did he not know what kind of place this was? 

Stomp stomp stomp …… 

A burst of footsteps suddenly came, and several people in security uniforms with batons in their hands 

quickly ran over. Behind these few people, a middle-aged man in a suit was also followed. 

“A few people, what’s going on here?” Those few security guards quickly surrounded Ji Feng and the 

others, followed by the middle-aged man in a suit who walked over with big steps and asked in a deep 

voice. 

Ji Feng looked at him coldly and hummed, “Are you the person in charge here?” 

“I’m the lobby manager of the Royal Club, Liu Xinrong!” The middle-aged man said, “Is it possible that 

we didn’t serve you properly somewhere that made Mister lash out? If so ……” 

Before he could finish his words, he heard Ji Feng coldly snort, “Nonsense! If your service was in place, 

why would Laozi still come here to ask for an explanation? Is it because you’ve had enough?!” 

That middle-aged Liu Xinrong’s face instantly sank as he took a deep breath and said, “This gentleman, if 

there’s any problem, let’s go to the office to solve it, don’t affect the other guests here, okay?” 

“What if I were to say no?!” Ji Feng asked with a cold smile. 

“Sir, let’s understand each other, okay?” That middle-aged man Liu Xinrong’s gaze became a little 

unkind, “Please sir and a few people come with me!” 

“Yes!” Several security guards were about to step forward, and one of them had just gotten close to Ji 

Xiaoyu when he saw Ji Feng’s legs suddenly launch and his body surged, smashing his leg on that 

security guard’s shoulder. 

Bang…! 

That security guard immediately screamed miserably and fell to the ground with a bang from the smash. 

Everyone was subdued and several other security guards also hurriedly stopped, not daring to make any 

more rash moves. 



Ji Feng looked like a full-fledged second generation ancestor, he looked at the security guards proudly 

and swept a glance at the middle-aged man, humming: “Want to make a move? What I like most is to 

fight! I’m telling you, if you don’t give me an explanation today, if you don’t tell me what’s going on, I’ll 

smash up this shitty club!” 

“Young man, whose kid are you? Do you know what this place is?” Just at this moment, a voice suddenly 

came. 

Ji Feng frowned and immediately turned his head to look, but he saw an obese middle-aged man holding 

a glass of wine, striding over with the air of a big shot: “Simply uncultured, what kind of place is this, are 

you allowed to cause trouble? Hurry up and pay for the damage here and don’t come here again!” 

The people who could enter this members’ area were naturally rich or noble, and this obese middle-

aged man did not dare to say anything too much, but this was his chance to show off, so he naturally 

had to come out and say a few words. 

Ji Feng said in a deep voice: “Get lost!” 

The middle-aged man was furious, and he was just about to speak when he saw the face of Ji Xiaoyu 

next to Ji Feng, and his face instantly changed. 

“You, you are ……,” the middle-aged man’s heart cackled, he might have gotten himself into big trouble 

today, “Are you surnamed Ji?” 

“Get lost!” Ji Feng didn’t even want to talk nonsense with him, he just wanted to remove the suspicion 

in the hearts of the people who monitored the box footage, and he didn’t know where this fat pig came 

from, he really thought of himself as a person! 

The middle-aged man’s face instantly turned red, he opened his mouth, but in the end, he didn’t dare to 

say half a word. 

“You!” Ji Feng pointed at Liu Xinrong and arrogantly said, “Go and call out your person in charge, I want 

to see who is so ignorant of death and life that he dares to arrest even my Ji Feng’s friend!” 

Sure enough, it was him! 

The obese middle-aged man’s heart trembled and his legs went weak, cursing himself for not knowing 

what he was doing and how he hadn’t seen Ji Xiaoyu earlier! 

He didn’t know Ji Feng, but he had seen Ji Xiaoyu a few times, and if he wanted to be in Yanjing, he had 

to know these young ancestors first, otherwise, if he provoked someone he shouldn’t, he wouldn’t even 

know how he would die. 

But now, one has really messed with the wrong people …… 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. Liu 

Xinrong knew the fat man, the other party was the director of a branch in Yanjing, but in front of this 

young man, he did not dare to say a word, this young man’s origin was naturally self-evident! 



Just at this moment, in the middle-aged man’s earpiece, a voice that was not yin and yang suddenly 

came out, “Whatever that young man’s request is, meet it!” 

Chapter 535 

Liu Xinrong was stunned, and then he heard who the owner of the voice was, . The voice of the owner of 

the club was a very good one. 

  

Ji Feng sneered in his heart, but on his lips he asked, “Do you want me to teach you what to do?” 

Liu Xinrong was stunned, this time he was in a dilemma, what should he do? He couldn’t just arrest the 

foreigner and hand him over to Ji Feng for disposal, could he? Not to mention that he didn’t have that 

right, even if he did, he didn’t have the ability to catch that foreigner! 

For a while, the scene was surprisingly deadlocked. 

…… 

“This Ji Feng, it’s okay to be a dude!” In the monitoring room, the masked man seemed to sneer and 

sneer, “Compared to that, I think the He family’s eldest son He Hongwei is much more civilized, although 

his methods are much more yīn poisonous than Ji Feng’s, but at least he looks comfortable ……” 

“Lord supervisor, this is not the way to go on, this little beast is causing trouble here, the impact is too 

bad, this will have a great impact on our clubhouse ……” the tall foreigner said in a low voice. 

“You go!” The masked man snapped around and looked at Qiao Rong, “I don’t care if you coax or beat, 

use the shortest time to get this Ji Gongzi out of here!” 

“Yes! Lord in charge!” Qiao Rong replied in a panic, but then she had hesitation and said, “But …… Lord 

Supervisor, Ji Feng is extremely hostile to me, if I step in, he might make more trouble!” 

“Qiao Rong, you are still in the testing period, if you want to truly join the organization, you should get 

this done first, otherwise, you will walk out on your own and never set half a step in here again!” The 

supervisor said nonchalantly. 

“Yes!” Qiao Rong’s heart flinched and she nodded her head in a panic. 

“Remember, don’t talk nonsense!” The masked man snorted coldly and said in an unkind tone, “If you 

say anything that you shouldn’t …… consequences you know!” 

“Yes!” Qiao Rong immediately nodded her head. [Ye*zi] [Yo*you] 

“Go!” The masked man waved his hand. 

“Lord supervisor, this Qiao Rong has only just joined the organization, is it a bit …… to let her know so 

many things,” said the tall foreigner hesitantly after Qiao Rong had gone out. 

“All she has come into contact with are some insignificant matters, at most, she only knows a contact 

point of the organization here, knows that we are going to deal with He Hongwei of the He family, and 



that’s all, don’t worry much!” The masked man waved his hand, “You go down too, remember, if you 

dare to take any more chances, I’ll kill you!” 

“Yes!” The tall foreigner instantly said in terror. 

“Get lost!” The masked man waved his hand. 

The foreigner scrambled back out, terrified. He was really clear about some of the methods in the 

organisation, that kind of torture was simply more painful than purgatory, he had once witnessed a 

person who was undergoing the same reformation as him, trying to defect from the organisation, only 

to be caught back. 

As a result, that man was tortured in such a way that he would wake up from nightmares for a year 

straight. After that, the man never dared to disobey because he didn’t want to be tortured in a way that 

was worse than purgatory! 

After everyone had gone out, the masked man was the only one left in the surveillance room. 

He (she) looked at Ji Feng who was pointing at Liu Xinrong’s nose and cursing on the screen, the chill in 

his eyes grew, “Ji Feng, Ji Gongzi, you are really something, with a bit of kung fu, you have beaten my 

son so badly twice in a row! But in order to take full control of the Qiao family’s power, I can’t save my 

son yet immediately …… I will remember you!” 

Looking at Ji Feng’s arrogant appearance, the masked man laughed coldly, “A wolf in the son line, when 

he gains power, he becomes wild, a little wild child, who has leapt to become a direct descendant of the 

Ji family, how much can he do …… Humph! I think old man Ji is also old and confused, let Ji Shaodong 

that talent not use, actually plan to let you be the third generation of the family head …… this is for my 

plan, but quite advantageous ah!” 

…… 

Ji Feng pointed at Liu Xinrong and cursed arrogantly, “I’m telling you, old ún egg, I don’t have much 

time, if you don’t bring the people over, this clubhouse can’t be saved!” 

Liu Xinrong secretly cried out in his heart, he couldn’t afford to offend both sides, he was caught in the 

middle, he was really suffering from both ends, why didn’t the supervisor send someone to deal with 

this matter! 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. The 

actual fact is that you will be able to find out more about the actual actual actuality. 

Ji Feng didn’t get the answer he wanted, so his face sank and he shouted angrily, “Guo Zijian, give me a 

smash!” 

“Yes!” Guo Zijian shouted in response, he casually grabbed a wooden railing in the hall, violently broke it 

off with force and was about to start smashing it. 

“Yo!” 

A mocking voice suddenly came over, “Isn’t this young Ji? What a great authority!” 



Finally, someone came out! 

Ji Feng sneered in his heart as he waved his hand and Guo Zijian immediately retreated, protecting Ji 

Xiaoyu’s side. 

“Who’s talking, get out!” Ji Feng shouted arrogantly. 

“Humph! Ji Feng, I’m afraid that the old man of the Ji family doesn’t know about your flighty and 

domineering actions here, right?” A figure walked out from another passage. 

“Qiao Rong?!” Ji Feng’s face changed slightly, yet it wasn’t disguised, but he really did change a little. 

How could he not have expected that the person coming was actually Qiao Rong! 

Now Ji Feng could already be sure that this Royal Club and the Dynasty definitely had an inextricable 

relationship, but Qiao Rong appeared here, what did this mean? 

The Qiao family, did it have any connection with the dynasty? 

If the Qiao family really had a connection with the dynasty that outsiders didn’t know about, then what 

about the …… Xuan yīn door? 

Ji Feng felt that he seemed to have touched a big one, one that seemed to have gradually opened up, 

but who exactly it was aimed at, he didn’t know yet. 

“Ji Feng, get out immediately, and I will pretend that today’s incident did not happen!” When Qiao Rong 

saw Ji Feng’s face change slightly, she immediately sneered in her heart, “Little brute, when I really 

master the power here, the first one I’ll get rid of is you! 

Ji Feng was instantly annoyed: “Qiao Rong, what are you, how dare you tell me to get out? Do you 

believe I’ll burn this place down with a fire?!” 

“Believe! Of course I believe it!” Qiao Rong sneered, “But …… just don’t know if Master Ji will allow it?” 

“You dare to threaten me?” Ji Feng said in a cold voice. 

“How dare I threaten you, young Ji, but if young Ji still wants to continue to make trouble here, I will 

have to pay a visit to Old Master Ji ……,” Qiao Rong said mockingly, “I believe that Old Master Ji knows 

that his grandson is so outstanding and actually managed to do such a sensational thing, he will 

definitely be very happy!” 

“You ……” 

Ji Feng was instantly furious, unable to speak, and only after a long time did he coldly snort, “Qiao Rong, 

I am looking for the Royal Club to settle accounts, what are you, an outsider, meddling in here?!” 

“Outsiders can’t come out and say something when they see injustice?” Qiao Rong sneered, “Ji Feng, I 

advise you to get out immediately, or else you will be responsible for the consequences!” 

She took out her mobile phone and said in a cold voice, “Do you want me to call Aunt Hong right now 

and ask to visit Elder Ji?!” 

“Count on your ruthlessness!” 



Ji Feng sèd a harsh hum, “Qiao Rong, remember this, if you fall into my hands in the future, see how I 

will clean you up! …… Let’s go!” 

He snorted coldly, pulled Ji Xiaoyu as soon as he could, and walked out of the Royal Club without looking 

back. 

Guo Zijian immediately ran to the car while Ji Feng and the three of them waited at the main entrance. 

Ji Feng looked back at the door of the Royal Club, cursing with hatred and resentment, as if he was 

extremely upset and looked as if he wanted to burn the place down. 

Ji Xiaoyu, however, was terrified, she took Ji Feng’s hand and said in a panic: “Third brother, you, you 

don’t get angry ……” 

Ji Feng grunted, “Damn Qiao Rong, I will definitely not let her go!” 

At this time, Guo Zijian had already quickly driven the car over, Ji Feng grunted, “Let’s go back first!” 

Seeing Ji Feng four people leave in the car, Qiao Rong in the hall suddenly coldly snorted, a resentful 

light shot out from her eyes, that gnashing of teeth when Ji Feng was leaving, she saw all of it in her 

eyes, and the hatred in her heart became even stronger. 

…… 

“I’m lac!” 

As soon as he sat in the car, Ji Feng couldn’t help but hum, but in his heart he lamented, he really wasn’t 

a material to be a dude, he was so tired after only pretending for a while, and he didn’t know how those 

real dudes lived so happily! 

“Xiao Yu, call Aunt Hong and ask her to send a car to pick us up!” Ji Feng suddenly said. 

“Third brother, don’t we have a car?” Ji Xiaoyu asked strangely. 

Ji Feng, however, hummed, “That bitch Qiao Rong, she might be telling Grandpa off right now, so 

naturally we have to go back and explain first, otherwise, I’m going to be miserable this time, and 

Grandpa will definitely not spare me lightly!” 

Ji Xiaoyu instantly smiled cheekily and nodded, “Okay, I’ll call Aunt Hong right now!” 

Ji Feng also instructed, “Brother Guo, later on you send Cozy back, we won’t go with together!” 

“Yes!” Guo Zijian answered. 

Ji Feng glanced at warmth with a big smile and then at the satchel on warmth’s shoulder, and sneered in 

his heart. 

…… 

“Another stupid pig!” 



Hearing the voice coming from the speaker, the masked man sneered, “What kind of bullshit third 

generation leader is still a straw man? How dare you be scared into this state by just a few words from 

Qiao Rong!” 

The conversation Ji Feng and the others had just had, word for word, came out through the audio, 

causing the masked man to sneer, “Just a straw man second generation, thanks to me treating him as a 

formidable enemy in the first place, it seems that he was able to do those things in Jiangzhou, on the 

one hand because of his high kung fu, and on the other hand, mainly because of Ji Zhenguo’s help! If it’s 

just this straw man alone, it’s bullshit!” 

“My son is so outstanding, but he actually lost twice in a row at the hands of this straw bag little brute 

…… Ji family, after I clean up the He family, let’s see how I deal with you!” The masked man’s yīn cold 

voice rang out in the empty surveillance room, sending shivers down one’s spine! 

  

Chapter 536 

“Third brother, I know I’m wrong, don’t be angry, okay?” Ever since he got into the car, Ji Xi Yu had been 

apprehensive because Ji Feng’s face had always been so yīn, there hadn’t been the slightest easing at all. 

Just to ~ bubble-( 

For this not too long to know the third brother, Ji Xi Yu very can not help but some dependence, because 

father often at home to say how outstanding third brother, plus at the time she was bullied by the side 

of the family, Ji Feng is strong incomparable to the side of the family to 1ng the dust, that Ji Shaoyou and 

other people see themselves, now have to politely shout, xi Yu sister! 

So in Ji Xi Yu’s mind, the third brother was very impressive. 

In this situation, when Ji Feng kept his face sullen and didn’t say anything, Ji Xi Yu became very 

apprehensive in his heart. 

Ji Feng hummed but didn’t say anything. 

Ji Xi Yu became even more aggrieved, xi mouth couldn’t help but beep up, wanting to defend himself, 

but not knowing what to say. 

“Third brother ……” Ji Xi Yu just opened her mouth, she saw Ji Feng waving his hand without looking 

back, she could only swallow her words back into her stomach, and stopped forcing her explanation. 

In fact, Ji Xi Yu was originally this kind of gentle xìng, otherwise she wouldn’t have been bullied into tears 

by Ji Shaoyou and Li YNTing in the first place. 

Seeing that Ji Feng was not happy, Ji Xi Yu naturally did not know what to say, so she could only xi sit 

back carefully. 

After a while, Ji Xi Yu felt that Wenxin’s body beside him was no longer trembling, so he asked joyfully, 

“Xinxin, are you better?” 

Wenxin also seemed to have come back to her senses, she let out a long breath and said, “Much better, 

it was horrible ……” 



“Xinxin, what exactly did you see, why did you get scared like this?” Ji Xi Yu asked softly, “You said 

before that there was a monster, where is the monster?” 

“…… I don’t know!” Wen Xin’s eyes1 showed a mí confused look as she shook her head slightly and said, 

“I just felt scary, but couldn’t think of what exactly would make me so scared ……” 

“Could it be that you’ve been scared silly?” Ji Xi Yu looked at her worriedly, “Xin Xin do you still know 

me?” 

“Of course I do, you’re xi Yu!” Wen Xin said, “xi Yu, you don’t have to worry, I just don’t remember much 

about what happened at that time, I just feel like my mind is blank, maybe I was too scared at that time 

…… I’m not suffering from memory loss!” 

“Oh! That’s good!” Ji Xi Yu then let out a sigh of relief and said, “Xin Xin, later on Brother Guo will send 

you back, you should rest well first, and when you recover, we will play together again. Just ~” 

Wen Xin had no idea what to do at this moment, she only felt fear in her heart and wanted to go home 

early to sleep, so she naturally had no opinion about Ji Xi Yu’s proposal. 

While Ji Feng, who was sitting in the front passenger seat, was secretly coldly snorting, “It’s strange that 

you’re not suffering from amnesia!” 

Perhaps when a person is overly frightened, their mind will indeed be blank, and they will definitely not 

remember anything that happened during that period of time, but in that situation, the jingling aspect 

of the frightened person will definitely also be affected and become abnormal. 

But warmth is different! 

What she was showing now was clear and coherent, obviously the shock she had received before had 

not reached that level, and therefore, the blankness in her mind she was talking about was also a little 

too blank! 

According to her previous narrative, she actually couldn’t even say what she saw, and even the 

experience of mistakenly breaking into box 4o8 of the Royal Club and seeing a foreigner covered in m 

taking her arm off, she actually gave it a miss! 

Ji Feng believed that xi Yu certainly wouldn’t talk nonsense, then, warmth was either deliberately not 

talking about it, or, she really had lost her memory! 

But judging from warmth’s performance, she seems to have really given it a forget …… 

So Ji Feng can be sure that warmth must have forgotten that previous experience! 

It’s obviously a bit out of the ordinary to be able to forget so cleanly and completely, only knowing that 

you’re scared but not knowing why you’re scared. [Ye*zi] [Yo*you] 

Ji Feng then thought of a possibility xìng – since the Dynasty Organization can transform the human 

body, could they have a technology that can make people lose their memories for a certain period of 

time? 



The more he thought about it, Ji Feng felt shuddering towards this so-called organization in the dark 

world. Maybe, they really had the technology to do so! If that was really the case, then they could really 

do things without any taboos, and such an organization would be terrifying to imagine! 

After a moment of careful deliberation, Ji Feng suddenly said, “I’ll take a nap first, call me up later when 

the car sent by Aunt Hong arrives!” 

“Oh!” Ji Xi Yu answered, but her mood was much lighter, the fact that Third Brother was willing to talk to 

her was proof that he was no longer angry with her. 

Ji Feng’s consciousness instead went directly into his mind, the wise brain was floating dangling in the 

space of his mind as usual, seeing Ji Feng enter, the wise brain immediately greeted, “Master, good 

day!” 

“Well, this time the words are very apt!” Ji Feng smiled faintly and asked bluntly, “Wise Brain, in the 

Gamma Galaxy, is there a technique, or a move of something, that can cause a person to lose their 

memory for a certain period of time, but the rest of the time is unaffected? …… For example, let’s say I I 

want to erase a person’s memories from today, but memories from before today, are unaffected, would 

that work?” 

“Yes, Master!” 

The intelligent brain immediately replied, “According to the database, there are many ways to achieve 

the master’s requirements.” 

Ji Feng immediately followed up with, “You give a few examples of the more commonly used …… Well, 

name a few of the simpler methods.” 

“For example, if you use a neurotoxin, you can prick jī person’s nerve centre and cause the person’s 

memory to be affected, but with this method, it will also affect the person’s brain and may have adverse 

consequences!” The intelligent brain said, “If used improperly, it can cause a person to lose their 

judgment.” 

“So ruthless?!” Ji Feng was stunned, and then he understood, “Loss of judgment?! Doesn’t this mean 

that if the other party has any secrets in his heart, he can just ask them out if he is given neurotoxin?” 

“In theory, it does!” The intelligent brain said. 

Ji Feng froze, if this kind of y thing was used for interrogation …… even the most strong-willed person 

couldn’t resist it! This thing is an offensive tool in interrogation ah! 

“Intelligent brain, is this method easy to master?” Ji Feng suddenly asked with some nervousness. He 

suddenly remembered the term neurotoxin, he seemed to have heard it somewhere, did this mean that 

humans had already mastered this method? 

If that was the case, the dynasty might also know this method, in that case, if they wanted to do 

anything, it couldn’t be any easier …… 

“Yes, master, it’s easy to grasp!” Ji Feng’s heart sank when the intelligent brain replied, “Master has bio-

currents that can easily send neurotoxins to the enemy’s body!” 



Ji Feng was stunned, and then shook his head, “You are talking about this as a technique in the subject 

of agent operations, what I am asking is, can this method be mastered without using bio-currents? Well, 

it’s about not causing any damage to the target in a very short period of time ……” 

“Master, electrical currents are the best way to act on the nervous system, and any method other than 

assisting with bio-currents will affect a person’s nerves to some degree!” The intelligent brain said, 

“Moreover, using other methods netg secret instruments to assist, otherwise, the effect obtained may 

be the opposite of what is imagined!” 

At this moment, Ji Feng didn’t even notice that the wise brain could already speak idioms, he just slightly 

sank yin, according to the wise brain, if there was no bio-current to assist, it would be extremely difficult 

to influence other people’s memories! 

So what was the deal with Cozy’s memories? Was Warmth deliberately disguising it, or was Dynasty’s 

technology more advanced than that of the Gamma Galaxy?! 

Ji Feng suddenly asked, “Wise Brain, is there any way to detect if a person’s memory and nerves have 

been affected?!” 

“Yes, master!” The intelligent brain said, “If a person’s memory and nerves are affected, the body will 

naturally secrete a certain amount of neurotoxin, no matter what made that person lose their memory, 

the human body will produce neurotoxin on its own ……” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly in thought, and ji flowed with the wise brain for a while, telling all the questions 

he had for some time, and letting the wise brain answer them one by one. 

In fact, Ji Feng had not interrupted his training with the intelligent brain, only that he had been 

practicing his second set of movements for some time, and was also learning about communication and 

network technology, so he had put aside his doubts about other aspects for the time being. 

When Ji Feng withdrew from his mind, he slowly opened his eyes and a hidden worry flashed from his 

eyes. 

According to the intelligent brain, neurotoxins are also divided into many types, among which there are 

only so many specific ones that can affect a person’s memory, and the difficulty of trying to synthesize 

these toxins is not xi. 

However, since the Dynasty can even transform the human body, it’s not really clear whether they 

would have those kinds of neurotoxins. 

If they did have them, it would be a serious problem …… 

After about another twenty minutes, the car sent by Aunt Hong met up with Ji Feng and the others. 

When he got out of the car, Ji Feng pretended to go to help xi Yu, but his hand touched on warmth’s 

hand without a trace. 

“Ah!” Wen Xin shrieked. 

Ji Xi Yu instantly asked, “Xinxin, what’s wrong?” 



Wen Xin was surprised and said, “It seems like something bit me.” 

She stretched out her hand and a bead of xi blood emerged from the back of her hand. 

Ji Feng immediately took out a tissue, wiped the bead of blood off her hand and said, “It’s alright, it 

might have been stabbed by something inside the car, just be xi careful!” 

He patted the car window and said, “Brother Guo, remember to make sure to send her straight home!” 

“Yes!” Guo Zijian answered. 

Ji Feng nodded, put the tissue paper in his pocket without a trace, got into the car sent by Aunt Hong 

with xi Yu and left quickly. 
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A forest of guards with loaded guns stood guard over the courtyard. 

Ji Feng sat in the main hall of the courtyard, looking across at the old man, Ji Xiaoyu had long ago been 

arranged to another room, she was still too young to listen to some words. 

“Dynasty ……” Elder Ji’s cane gently tapped on the ground as he said with deliberation, “Little monkey, I 

originally did not intend to tell you this early, but I never thought that you and Dynasty would come into 

contact by mistake! !” 

“Grandpa, this dynasty seems to have penetrated very deeply!” Ji Feng said, “Since the Royal Club has 

such a wide influence, the members inside are either rich or noble, if all those people are influenced, 

then the influence of Dynasty in China is really too terrible!” 

“These matters, in fact, are very complicated, involving all aspects, and even more than just one country 

in China, however, this is not something you need to be concerned about yet!” Elder Ji waved his hand 

and said, “Your task now is to study well and make the most of your time to enrich yourself.” 

Seeing the unperturbed posture of the old master, he understood that the old master must have known 

about the existence of the dynasty long ago. In fact, when he thought about it, it was also true that the 

security departments in China were not vegetarians. 

Moreover, people like the old man are almost always sophisticated, so how could they not understand 

the dangers of the dynasty? 

I’m afraid that the top has already had a countermeasure, or is laying a big game, or, again, is carrying 

out other plans, but no matter what they do, at least they won’t be indifferent, and now the old man’s 

performance speaks for itself. 

In this way, Ji Feng was relieved that as long as the threat of the dynasty was noted from above, then 

naturally there was nothing to worry about. After all, Ji Feng knew his position very well, and so far, his 

own power was still too weak to be qualified to get involved in these matters. 

However, there was one thing that Ji Feng was concerned about, whether or not Dynasty, had mastered 

the neurotoxin that could affect other people’s memories! 



If they had mastered it, then they would have no fear of causing any bad effects at all, and they could 

just erase other people’s memories! 

What’s more, if the dynasty really mastered some kind of neurotoxin, it would mean that they mastered 

the technology to synthesize it …… which would be too surprising! 

According to the intelligent brain, those kinds of neurotoxins that can affect people’s memory, even in 

the Gamma Galaxy, it is not how easy to synthesize them, because the technology involved is really too 

complicated …… Dynasty can synthesize a certain kind of neurotoxin, doesn’t it mean that their 

technology can not want to go up and down with the Gamma Galaxy? 

“Little monkey, don’t look worried, you’re worrying about nothing!” Master Ji waved his hand and said, 

“Dynasty or king, they are all small dao, they only dare to hide in the darkness but can’t reach the stage, 

no need to worry too much about it!” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, hesitated for a moment, but still said, “Grandpa, do you know that the dynasty is 

carrying out human transformation again?” 

“I’ve heard a little about it!” The old man nodded his head and said with a great sense of meaning, “If 

the heavens want to make it perish, they must first make it mad!” 

Ji Feng was stunned and nodded thoughtfully, and stopped talking. 

“Little monkey, don’t worry about the dynasty, in a short time, you won’t have a head-on conflict with it, 

right now just a big kid from the He family is enough to make it anxious …… you can instead have more 

contact with He Hongwei, he has a lot of merits in him, you have to learn from him and make up for his 

shortcomings by taking his strengths. That way you can progress!” Ji Laozi waved his hand and said in a 

bland manner. 

Ji Feng immediately nodded his head, he agreed with the old man’s evaluation of He Hongwei. He 

Hongwei, as a person, was indeed very good, his manners, ability, sleight of hand and character, were all 

quite good, at least from the current point of view, Ji Feng had not really found anything wrong with 

him. 

Of course, in terms of ability, He Hongwei is stronger in local operations, and seems to be slightly lacking 

in the big picture, but no one is perfect, and it is already very surprising that a person can have so many 

merits, so naturally, it is also worthwhile for Ji Feng to learn. 

“Little monkey, you have to remember, even if you are close friends, you have to keep a certain 

distance, in this way, you will be able to maintain your relationship, understand?” The old man 

admonished again. 

Ji Feng immediately nodded and said, “Grandpa, I remember.” 

“Well, it’s good to remember!” Elder Ji waved his hand and said, “Go on, don’t worry too much about 

those messy things, someone will naturally have already done it before you find out!” 

These words were tantamount to naming something, and Ji Feng naturally understood it in his heart, he 

nodded, stood up and walked out. 



Watching Ji Feng’s back leaving the main hall, Elder Ji couldn’t help but laugh and curse, “This little 

monkey, he hasn’t learned to walk yet, and he’s thinking of running away!” 

“It’s also fortunate that I was given ten years ah, I can support him to grow up step by step, this is the 

luck of my Ji family ……” Elder Ji’s face was smiling, slightly closed his eyes and seemed to fall asleep 

soon! 

Ji Feng, however, was unaware of the old man’s comment on himself, after he left the main hall, but did 

not rush to leave, but went directly towards the front yard. 

In the front courtyard, there lived the old master’s personal medical escort, Aunt Hong was also here, 

and Ji Feng had come to find her this time. 

When he had just returned earlier, Ji Feng had handed Aunt Hong the tissue paper stained with warm 

blood, asking her to help test whether there was any neurotoxin in this blood or not. Now that nearly 

two hours had passed, the results should have come out. 

Ji Feng had just arrived at the front yard when he saw that Aunt Hong was walking out of a room with a 

folder, Ji Feng immediately walked over, “Aunt Hong, have you got the results?” 

“It’s a mutant snake poison!” Aunt Hong handed the folder over. 

Ji Feng was stunned, “Aunt Hong, you just said, it’s snake poison? What kind of snake venom?” 

“It’s a kind of venomous snake found only in Africa, the venom it releases, the toxicity is not that violent 

and it won’t kill people, however, it can make people feel paralyzed and at the same time, it can cause 

hallucinations!” Aunt Hong explained. 

“Will it have an effect on a person’s memory?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Strictly speaking, if the amount is enough, it will make a person unable to distinguish between illusion 

and reality, which is the result of the effect on a person’s nerves ……” Aunt Hong said, “After a long time, 

it will have an effect on a person’s memory, because when a person is in the illusion for too long, they 

will take the illusion as real and the real as illusion!” 

“So that’s how it is!” Ji Feng was suddenly dumbfounded. This truth is still very simple, if there are more 

normal people, then neuroses are abnormal, but if there are more neuroses than normal people, then 

normal people become abnormal …… 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but let out a long sigh of relief, this is good, this is good! 

“Aunt Hong, this snake venom, it’s also considered a neurotoxin, right?” Ji Feng asked again. 

“Strictly speaking, he should be considered a toxin that mainly acts on the nerves, but it’s not quite a 

neurotoxin!” Aunt Hong said, “Regarding this aspect, you can go and look up the information, you 

should get a more satisfactory answer!” 

Ji Feng instantly laughed, “Aunt Hong, this explanation of yours is lazy enough!” 

“Brat, don’t learn from your second brother’s poor mouth!” Aunt Hong glared at him without good 

humour. 



Ji Feng, however, was dumbfounded as he listened, it seemed that second brother really didn’t have a 

good impression in Aunt Hong’s eyes. 

He said with a smile, “Aunt Hong, thank you so much for your hard work, thank you so much!” 

“If you want to thank me, don’t steal cigarettes for the old head in future!” Aunt Hong glared at him. 

Ji Feng was stunned, then he smiled sarcastically, just now when he took advantage of Aunt Hong’s visit 

to have his blood tested, he really did sneak a cigarette to the old head, thinking that the smell of smoke 

on his body was caught by Aunt Hong. 

He smiled heatedly, “So what, Aunt Hong, I’ll go first, bye!” 

Looking at Ji Feng’s back as he quickly ran away, Aunt Hong couldn’t help but hum, “This brat really 

didn’t do anything good, he swindled people out at first! It’s all because of that second brat, he’s 

brought people down ……” 

If Ji Feng knew that Aunt Hong was swindling him, but he ended up honestly admitting it, I’m afraid he 

would have been stunned, Aunt Hong could also swindle? 

Now that he knew that the dynasty did not possess the technology to synthesize neurotoxins, Ji Feng’s 

mood was much lighter, especially after knowing that something might have been done from above. 

As of now, the sky is falling and there is a big one to hold it up, one only needs to know that such a 

potential threat exists, all one needs to do now is to quickly strengthen oneself. 

“If I can poach that boy He Hongwei over, hey ……” Ever since he knew what He Hongwei was capable 

of, Ji Feng had been thinking about him, but he also knew that the other party, being the leading figure 

of the third generation of the He family, could work with him and that was even looking up to him He 

also wanted to poach him over …… 

That is really delusional! 

“Ding ……” At this moment, Ji Feng’s mobile phone suddenly rang, he took it out and saw that it was 

actually He Hongwei calling! 

He shook his head and smiled, this was really …… 

“Young master He, what’s the instruction?!” Ji Feng picked up the phone, this thought of He Hongwei, 

the other party came to call, it was already the second time. 

“Old brother, I heard that you came to Yanjing?” He Hongwei’s first words made Ji Feng couldn’t help 

but be stunned, he had only been here for how long, how come everyone knew about it? 

“Younger brother He, I said how do you know I’m here in Yanjing?” Ji Feng asked, intentionally or not. 

“That’s not because you’re so powerful, old brother, you had to burn down the Royal Club as soon as 

you came to Yanjing, huh, some people are burnt out ……” He Hongwei seemed to be in a good mood 

and laughed loudly, “Old brother, when When do you have time, come out and sit down?” 

Ji Feng immediately smiled, but his heart was astonished, Yanjing is so big, but the news transmission is 

not slow at all. 



He laughed: “Some other time, I’ll invite you sometime!” 

“That’s good, old brother, you must come out and sit down sometime, what happened today was really 

a great pleasure!” He Hongwei laughed, “Apart from that, there’s something to discuss with you, 

remember to look for me!” 

After hanging up the phone, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and smile, “It seems that Big 

Brother He is ready to find helpers ……” 
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In fact, for this phone call from He Hongwei, Ji Feng was not much surprised, he was surprised only by 

the speed with which He Hongwei knew about this matter, after he had made a mess from the Royal 

Club, and then drove back to the courtyard, the total time spent was only one or two hours. And over 

there, He Hongwei’s call had already come …… 

That is to say, in fact, as soon as he had made a scene at the Royal Club, He Hongwei knew about it. 

Because, for He Hongwei to make this call to himself, this means that after knowing about this matter, 

He Hongwei must have given it a lot of thought, and in between, it was only an hour or so! 

“I’m afraid that the person who’s in a frenzy right now is Young Master He, with a mysterious 

organization like Dynasty working against him, I think his life must not be as beautiful as it seems. He 

must not be as prosperous as he seems.” 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “He Hongwei, He Hongwei, since you have this kind of elegance, then I’ll see 

how much you can force the dynasty out of its strength!” 

Regarding the fight between the He family and the dynasty, Ji Feng did not think highly of the He family. 

Unless, both parties gradually withdrew, otherwise, the He family was definitely not a match for the 

dynasty hiding in the shadows, which could be seen from the two desperate killers they met last time in 

Jiangzhou. 

Although the He family is powerful, it will never use such extreme methods. Just from the means alone, 

the He family is not as sinister as the dynasty, and the energy of both sides looks similar, so the result, 

probably, is not in doubt. 

Only Ji Feng also knows that this is only what it looks like on the surface, no one knows how great the 

real power of the He family and the dynasty really is, perhaps grandfather can more or less understand 

some of it, but he certainly won’t tell himself, because in a short time, he certainly won’t let himself get 

involved in these matters. 

Therefore, Ji Feng couldn’t say much about the final outcome of this, but one thing was certain, and that 

was, there would definitely be some dragon fights between the He family and the dynasty, and that was 

what Ji Feng was most concerned about! 

“Third brother, third brother!” Ji Xiaoyu ran out from the front yard again, jumping up and down to Ji 

Feng’s side, pulling his hand and shaking it, “Third brother, you’re not angry anymore, are you?” 



“If you promise me that you will never go to that kind of messy place with outsiders again, then I won’t 

be angry!” Ji Feng said with a sullen face, “But if you still go in the future, and you still go with those 

messy people, don’t call me brother in the future!” 

“No, it won’t!” Ji Xiaoyu shook her head in a panic, as soon as she heard that she knew that Ji Feng 

wasn’t really angry, she immediately said with a smile, “Third brother, I definitely won’t go to those 

messy places with other people again!” 

“That’s more like it!” 

Ji Feng hummed and sighed softly again, “Xiao Yu, this society is not as nice as you think, there are a lot 

of bad people out there, and there are also a lot of people who don’t want our Ji family to have a good 

time, so if you’re not careful, something could go wrong! Don’t wander off in future, got it?” 

“Really, really?!” Ji Xiaoyu seemed to be frightened. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head again and smiled, saying, “Xiao Yu, you shouldn’t be scared 

either, as long as you don’t go to those messy places, nothing will happen, got it?” 

“Oh!” Ji Xiaoyu nodded obediently and answered. 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, patted her little head and laughed, “Also, in the future, you must keep a distance 

between you and Cozy, otherwise, you will probably run into trouble again, just like today. When that 

happens, I can’t guarantee that I’ll be there at all times!” 

“Third Brother, I remember …… nasty la, messed up my hair!” Ji Xiaoyu pouted. 

Ji Feng laughed and said, “It’s good that you remembered, all right, I’m going home, do you want to 

come with me?” 

“Mm, I’m going back too!” Ji Xiaoyu nodded and said. 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, he walked to his BMW x6, opened the door and smiled, “Get in!” 

“Oh!” Ji Xiaoyu smiled sweetly and hurriedly pulled open the car door and got into the passenger seat. 

Ji Feng started the car and slowly drove out of the quadrangle hutong. 

“Third brother, don’t tell my dad about today’s incident, okay?” Ji Xiaoyu suddenly said. 

Ji Feng lost his smile and said, “What, only now do you know you’re afraid? Do you think your dad will 

not know about what happened today?” 

“Ah?!” Ji Xiaoyu was instantly scared, “Then, then what should I do?” 

Ji Feng laughed harshly, “Don’t worry, you’re not to blame for this matter today, I’ll explain it to your 

dad!” 

“Whew-!” 

Only then did Ji Xiaoyu let out a sigh of relief and patted her chest with her small hand, saying, 

“Fortunately, fortunately!” 



Seeing that cute look of hers, Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh dumbly as he shook his head slightly and 

then concentrated on driving. 

“Wow~~ For your love ……” Suddenly, a mobile phone rang. 

Ji Xiaoyu took out her mobile phone from the small bag she had with her, however she quickly closed it 

again and hurriedly loaded it up. A small face was also a little uncomfortable, looking very nervous. 

Ji Feng asked with an offhand smile, “Xiao Yu, why aren’t you answering the phone, who’s calling?” 

“Yes, it’s a classmate, and it’s no big deal ……” explained Ji Xiaoyu. 

“Xiao Yu, your face is a little red, why, the person who called wouldn’t be your little boyfriend, right?” Ji 

Feng asked with a smile. 

“Ah!” 

Ji Xiaoyu, however, shouted in a panic, and immediately shook her head busily, saying, “No, no, it’s not 

……” 

Ji Feng originally just asked without thinking, and also just wanted to poke fun at this little girl Ji Xiaoyu. 

But now, seeing Ji Xiaoyu’s so flustered look, he couldn’t help but slowly turn his head and asked in 

surprise, “Xiaoyu, do you really have a boyfriend?” 

“No, it’s not, Third Brother, you mustn’t think nonsense!” Ji Xiaoyu said anxiously, a small face turned 

red, “Third brother, you can’t talk nonsense to other people again, there’s really no such thing!” 

Ji Feng turned his head and looked at Ji Xiaoyu, seeing how shy she was, he also changed the subject and 

asked with a smile, “Xiaoyu, after the New Year, you’re going to take the college entrance exams, right?” 

“Mm!” Ji Xiaoyu nodded slightly, “There’s still one more semester …… Third Brother, I want to take the 

exam to go to United University, do you think it’s possible?” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Why don’t you think about taking the university in Yanjing? It’s a little easier!” 

But anyone who has taken the college entrance examination knows that when people from other places 

want to take the university in Yanjing, it is hundreds or even thousands of students competing for one 

school, while local students in Yanjing, it is a few students competing for the same school, or even, 

possibly, a few schools competing for one student. 

This huge disparity in ratios often makes overseas students cry out for injustice, but there is nothing 

they can do about it. If they want to get into a good school in Yanjing, they have to fight fiercely with 

students from their own province, and finally kill their way into Yanjing. 

“I’m a bit tired of staying in Yanjing all the time ……,” Ji Xiaoyu said with a cheeky smile, “Third brother, 

when I go to Jiangzhou in the future, I’ll be able to find my two sisters-in-law to play with more often!” 

The last time he went to Jiangzhou, Ji Xiaoyu got acquainted with Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei, those two 

sisters-in-law, one passionate and charming, the other clear and beautiful, were both so outstanding 

that Ji Xiaoyu liked them a lot. 



Ji Feng smiled and nodded, saying, “Good, if your father agrees to you coming to Jiangzhou to go to 

university, I’ll definitely welcome you strongly!” 

Ji Xiaoyu immediately beamed and hummed, “That wouldn’t be good, my dad probably won’t let me go 

to Jiangzhou, he’s always wanted me to stay in Yanjing …… Third Brother, would you help me talk to my 

dad?” 

“Well, if there’s a chance, I’ll definitely talk to your dad about it!” Ji Feng smiled and nodded his head. In 

his heart, he was secretly laughing, this girl Xiao Yu was still trying to learn to digress from herself, it 

seemed that she was really in love, or at least, had someone she liked. 

Ji Feng smiled and glanced at Ji Xiaoyu on the passenger seat, this girl has a gentle and quiet personality, 

and she is also very pretty, there must be many people who like her. 

Of course, as to whether she could make her own decisions in terms of her feelings, Ji Feng was not 

sure, who knew what little uncle was really thinking about. 

The first thing is that Ji Feng is wondering if he should mention this matter to his little uncle. 

You should know that children are more open-minded nowadays, so if something really goes wrong, it 

would be a real joke, and then, with Little Uncle’s character, I’m afraid he could beat Xiao Yu to death! 

However, on second thought, Ji Feng felt that there was no need to do so. Xiao Yu was not like other 

girls, her gentle character dictated that she would not be too rebellious and would not do anything too 

out of the ordinary. 

In fact, in Ji Feng’s opinion, what rebellious period not rebellious period, the kid is to beat, two slaps 

down, to ensure that nothing temper. 

Nowadays, the reason why the little children, the reason why the slap has not yet fallen on the body to 

leave home, what rights and so on, are those bullshit experts to advocate, Ji Feng does not believe that 

those so-called experts have not beaten their own children! 

This is always a true saying, “A filial son is born under the whip”. It’s useless to reason. Nowadays, the 

majority of adults don’t reason, let alone children, they don’t have enough self-control, so what’s the 

point of reasoning? 

He was too embarrassed to talk about it, so he naturally wouldn’t ask, but his heart was watching out 

for it, and he secretly decided that he would find a chance to meet the boy Xiao Yu liked, so he couldn’t 

let Xiao Yu get away with it, let alone let someone else cheat on him. 

On the next road, Xiao Yu’s phone rang four or five times in a row, but she hung up when it rang, not 

answering it at all, and the phone stopped ringing. 

Ji Feng looked secretly laughing, but did not point it out, just drove towards home. 

When he arrived at the entrance of the community, Ji Feng was just about to drive his car into the 

community, but he was stopped because he did not have a pass for this community. 

He had no choice but to call Xiao Ying and ask her to come down and explain the situation and help him 

get a pass. 



However, just as Ji Feng was standing by the car waiting for Xiao Ying, he inadvertently noticed that Xiao 

Yu was shaking her head vigorously in one direction, while making eyes. 

Ji Feng immediately followed Xiao Yu’s gaze and was instantly amused, a boy was poking his head 

around a corner of the community fence and looking this way! 
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Ji Feng forced a laugh, coughed lightly and said, “Xiao Yu, why are you always looking over there? Is 

someone looking for you?” 

“Ah!” Ji Xiaoyu suddenly panicked and shook her head hurriedly, “No, no! Third Brother, let’s register 

and go in, we’ll get the pass another time, okay?” 

Ji Feng smiled, “That’s too much trouble, why don’t we do it this time, otherwise I still won’t be able to 

get in next time I come back!” 

This community is a high-class community, and the property company also knows that there are many 

big shots living inside, so the inspection of vehicles and pedestrians coming in and out is very strict, and 

no vehicles without passes are allowed to enter, unless a resident of the community comes out and 

registers to take people in. 

Ji Xiaoyu then let out an oh and stood at the door, stamping her little feet somewhat anxiously, looking 

annoyed. 

Ji Feng was stunned, this seemed a bit wrong! 

If it was just a child falling in love, Xiao Yu would at most be afraid of her family knowing, or nervous, or 

shy, there was absolutely no need to be annoyed ah! 

Could it be that Xiao Yu wasn’t in love, but was in some kind of trouble? 

Ji Feng pretended to glance around the corner inadvertently, but was shocked to find that there was 

only one boy poking his head around, but now there was actually another one, both of them were not 

very big, both were about the same age as Xiao Yu, and at a glance they were still high school students. 

Ji Feng also put his mind down, things between children, even if they were troublesome, they wouldn’t 

be troublesome at all. 

He decided to find out, “Xiao Yu, this is my driving licence, later if your sister Xiao Ying comes down, you 

guys help get the pass, I’m going to buy a pack of cigarettes in front!” 

“Ah?!” Ji Xiaoyu said in a panic: “Third brother, there’s a supermarket right in the neighborhood, we, 

we’d better wait until we get inside and then buy them?” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Your sister Xiao Ying will be down for a while, I know there’s a small supermarket just 

ahead, I’ll be right back!” 

He laughed and patted Xiao Yu’s head, smiling as he walked quickly past. 



“What to do, third brother must have found out, really ……” Ji Xiaoyu was already very smart, as soon as 

she saw Ji Feng walking in the direction of the corner, she immediately understood that third brother 

must have seen those two boys, so that’s why he went over. 

Ji Xiaoyu wanted to go after them, but was embarrassed, afraid that those two boys might say 

something excessive when they saw her and anger Third Brother, and that would be a problem. 

Ji Feng walked over quickly, and at a distance of about ten meters from the corner of the fence, he 

heard those two boys talking, so he immediately slowed down his pace, wanting to listen to what the 

two were saying. 

“Su Yang, who is that man next to Ji Xiaoyu just now? Damn it, he’s not Ji Xiaoyu’s boyfriend, is he?” A 

voice with a dry voice came out, as if it was like a male duck’s voice. 

Ji Feng laughed in his heart as he listened, children like Xiao Yu’s age, especially boys, were mostly in the 

voice changing stage, and their voices should be the hardest to hear at this time. 

“I don’t think so, looking at the two of them, they don’t seem to be boyfriend and girlfriend, I say Tong 

Yujun, haven’t you asked around, Ji Xiaoyu doesn’t have a boyfriend, what are you still worried about?!” 

Another voice said, this one also not very nice. 

“Who’s worried? I’m telling you, don’t say Ji Xiaoyu doesn’t have a boyfriend, even if she does then so 

what? Who am I? I’m the famous Tong Shao!” The male duck voice said arrogantly, “Su Yang, I’m 

warning you, as we agreed before, we will compete fairly according to our abilities!” 

“Don’t worry, I’m a man, Su Yang, so I’ll keep my word!” Another voice said, “But seriously, Ji Xiaoyu is 

really too watery, much better than any of the women in my brother’s clubhouse!” 

“Nonsense, if she wasn’t good would I be able to look at her? You’re just talking useless crap ……” 

…… 

Ji Feng sort of heard that none of these two guys were Xiao Yu’s boyfriend at all, they were both trying 

to woo Ji Xiao Yu, moreover, both of them seemed to be second-worlders as well, and they spoke 

without scruples …… 

“Ahem-!” 

Ji Feng coughed lightly twice and walked over with big steps, instantly startling those two boys. 

“You guys want to pursue Ji Xiaoyu?!” Ji Feng asked with a sullen face, looking at the two somewhat 

flustered brats. 

“You, what are you?!” A slightly taller person asked, and as soon as this person spoke, Ji Feng 

immediately knew that this was that male duck voice, Tong Yujun. 

Ji Feng snorted coldly, “You don’t learn at a young age! I’m telling you, Xiao Yu’s main task now is to 

study, you two should stop pestering her, otherwise, see how I’ll clean you up!” 

“Who the hell are you?!” Another kid said disdainfully, “Do you know who you’re talking to?” 



“Your name is Su Yang, isn’t it? Don’t get yourself into trouble!” Ji Feng said in a cold voice, “Get lost 

immediately!” 

If Xiao Yu liked one of them, then Ji Feng would not have spoken out to stop them, after all, Xiao Yu was 

gradually growing up and naturally had to have her own life. But it was obvious from Xiao Yu’s behaviour 

that not only did she not like these two boys, but she also seemed to be a little annoyed by their 

pestering, so Ji Feng had to step in and stop it. 

Su Yang was stunned by Ji Feng’s words, and then he snorted, “Shit! Damn you are really arrogant, you 

really think you are a garlic? Tell you what, don’t you just live in a high-class neighborhood? You don’t 

even have a villa, why are you pretending in front of me?” 

Tong Yujun also laughed coldly, “Kid, don’t think you can drive a broken car and act like a big head of 

garlic in front of us, I also advise you not to get yourself into trouble!” 

“That’s right, do you know who Tong Yujun is? Kid, don’t scare you by saying it!” Su Yang said even more 

arrogantly. 

Ji Feng then laughed: “Oh? I’d like to know, whose grandson are you all from?” 

“I’ll tell you, the Yanjing Tong family, you know? Tong Yujun is from the Tong family, kid, for the sake of 

you and Xiaoyu still have some relationship, we don’t see eye to eye with you, get lost immediately! 

……” Su Yang sneered, “Yoo-hoo, still need to call? Calling someone, huh?” 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. …… Yes, 

yes, about 17 or 18 years old …… Um, good, you talk to him!” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, handed the phone to Tong Yujun on the opposite side and smiled, “Tong Gongzi, 

right? Someone from your family wants to talk to you!” 

Tong Yujun looked at him in disbelief and somewhat hesitantly took the phone and put it to his ear, “I’m 

Tong Yujun, who wants to talk to me?” 

“Tong Yujun, you’ve grown some nerve!” A cold voice suddenly came out, “I don’t care what you’re 

doing or what your reasons are, you apologise to the owner of the phone right now and get your ass 

back here!” 

“Damn, who the hell are you? How dare you talk to me like that?!” Tong Yujun was instantly displeased, 

there were really not many people in Yanjing who dared to talk to him like that, this guy was really bold, 

he actually knew nothing about life and death! 

“I’m Zhang Lei! The owner of the phone is my brother, do you have any more questions?!” Zhang Lei’s 

voice came over the phone with suppressed anger, who was this bastard not good enough to mess with, 

but actually messed with Ji Feng, which made Zhang Lei’s face shameless and annoyed. 

“Ah?!” 

Tong Yujun was instantly startled and almost didn’t drop his phone, as if it had teeth growing on it and 

was about to bite, his face changed dramatically and he panicked, “Lei, Brother Lei, I, I really didn’t know 

it was you ……” 



“Do as I say!” Zhang Lei shouted angrily, directly interrupting his words. 

Tong Yujun was immediately taken aback again, and he hurriedly said, “Yes, yes, I, I’ll apologize!” 

He panicked and handed the phone to Ji Feng, a smile worse than crying appeared on his face as he 

whispered, “This, this brother, it’s all because I didn’t know what to do, I didn’t know that you and my 

brother Lei were brothers, I’m really sorry, you’re not going to remember the small man ……” 

“Okay okay!” Ji Feng some crying and laughing, this kid said up to apologize words really smooth, 

obviously heard a lot, “Seeing as you did not cause any harm to Xiao Yu, also see Zhang Lei’s face, 

today’s matter is forgotten, but you remember, if there is a next time …… ” 

“Won’t happen, won’t happen!” Tong Yujun panicked and shook his head, “Big brother, I promise that in 

the future there will never be such a thing, no, from now on I am Ji Xiaoyu’s bodyguard, if anyone dares 

to harass her, I will get him to death!” 

“Tong Yujun, are you stupid? How come one phone call has scared you, who is it?” Su Yang, who was 

next to him, asked in wonder. 

“Shut up!” Tong Yujun was instantly covered in cold sweat and roared low, “Apologize immediately!” 

“Tong Yujun, this ……” Su Yang was a little confused about the situation. 

“Hurry up, or you won’t even know how you’ll die!” Tong Yujun said in a low voice. 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “Forget it, you guys hurry home, don’t let there be a next time!” 

He could see that these two kids weren’t too bad, so he didn’t care about it, there was no point in being 

general with kids, but he would have to find a chance to talk to Zhang Lei later, he had clashed with the 

Tong family twice, the Tong family didn’t look very well educated. 

He was so happy that he had to go away with Su Yang and apologize. 

Until they walked far away, Ji Feng could still faintly hear their conversation. 

“Tong Yujun, what the hell is going on here, what kind of person is that kid? One phone call and you’re 

scared into this grandson look, this is not your Tong Yujun’s character ah?!” 

“You don’t know shit! Su Yang, don’t say I didn’t warn you, don’t mess with Ji Xiaoyu again, otherwise, 

don’t say I didn’t warn you if you’re going to be unlucky!” 

“What’s wrong?” 

“Do you know our Zhang Lei? That man just now is his brother, what do you think is wrong?” 

“Huh? Then, what about it?” 

“What to do, people already don’t care! Remember, protect Ji Xiaoyu in the future, it seems that we all 

looked away ah, Ji Xiaoyu is definitely something big too ……” 

…… 

These two brats! 



Ji Feng was dumbfounded as he listened, but he was also a little envious. When he himself was as old as 

they were, he was still helping his mother sell vegetables every day, where was he so carefree? 

He shook his head slightly and turned to leave. 

  

Chapter 540 

“Three, third brother ……” 

Seeing Ji Feng return, Ji Xiaoyu immediately shouted somewhat apprehensively, lowering his head as if 

he had made a mistake child, that look made Ji Feng look even if he had anger, he couldn’t get up, and 

was even amused by the anger. 

“You ah ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head with a smile and sighed lightly, “Xiao Yu, those two people just 

now are usually always harassing you, aren’t they?” 

“Mm!” Ji Xiaoyu nodded slightly and said, “But I, I ignored them!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, saying, “I believe you, but Xiao Yu …… when you encounter such things, you 

should learn to resist, or at least, show your aura and refuse them verbally! If they still want to pester 

you, just tell your father and he will definitely help you out!” 

“Oh!” Ji Xiaoyu answered. 

Ji Feng was then a little helpless, he found that Ji Xiaoyu was the same as his sister Li Yantong, both had 

soft personalities. Li Yantong’s character was soft because she was usually in a difficult position in life, 

while Xiao Yu’s character was soft because her younger uncle was usually too strict, plus she was not 

strong by nature, so when she encountered other people’s bullying, she could only take the initiative to 

avoid it, and would not think of fighting back. 

Unless, of course, she was pushed to an unbearable extreme! 

“Xiao Yu, how about this, if someone pesters you like this again in the future, just tell them directly that 

you are the little princess of the Ji family, and if they still want to hang around Yanjing, let them get lost 

immediately!” Ji Feng said. 

Ji Xiaoyu listened but smiled cheekily and said, “Third brother, I know.” 

But looking at her expression, it was obvious that she was listening to this as a joke and didn’t take it 

seriously at all. 

Ji Feng shook his head helplessly and said, “Alright, your sister Xiao Ying is also here, let’s go do the 

formalities!” 

“Oh!” Ji Xiaoyu could also see that Ji Feng was unhappy, so she could only carefully beep and follow 

behind Ji Feng …… 



When Ji Feng returned home, he found that his mother was chatting with his third aunt, the two of 

them didn’t know what they were talking about, letting out happy laughter from time to time. 

“Little Feng is back?!” Seeing Ji Feng, Third Aunt Liang Hongdan greeted with a smile at once. 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Third Aunt, not only am I back, I also brought Xiao Yu back with me …… Third 

Aunt, there is something I need to tell you ……” 

Before he could finish his words, he was interrupted by Ji Xiaoyu, “Third brother!” 

Ji Feng immediately shook his head and smiled, saying, “Fine, I won’t say anything, I won’t say 

anything!” 

Liang Hongdan, however, heard some of the meaning as she smiled and said, “I don’t know what exactly 

you two siblings are up to!” 

“Ding ……” Just at this moment, Ji Feng’s mobile phone suddenly rang, he glanced at the caller ID and 

smiled, “Mom, Third Aunt, I’m going to take a call!” 

Quickly coming to the bedroom, Ji Feng immediately picked up the phone, “Brother Guo, is it done?” 

“It’s done!” 

Guo Zijian’s voice came over the phone, along with some other murmurs that seemed to be in the car. 

A smile suddenly appeared on Ji Feng’s face, he had instructed Guo Zijian about some things during the 

middle of the car transfer, and now the news finally came. 

“Little Chief, as you instructed, when I was sending the warm girl back, I took the opportunity to …… 

accidentally ‘break’ her satchel, and sure enough, I found a few trinkets inside… …” came Guo Zijian’s 

voice, his voice somewhat gruff, “Precision wiretaps, extremely high performance, with a reception 

range of at least five kilometres, belonging to the military’s advanced precision instruments!” 

“How many are there?!” Ji Feng frowned and asked. 

“Two were found in the bag, and one was also found in the bottom of Miss Warmth’s high heels …… As 

for whether there are any more on Miss Warmth’s body, I’m not at liberty to search, so ……” Guo Zijian 

said with some hesitation. 

Ji Feng laughed: ”These three alone are already scary! By the way, has the car been searched?” 

“Searched, used the detector to detect all of them, nothing was found!” Guo Zijian said. 

Ji Feng nodded thoughtfully and said, “It looks like they’re not too serious about being cozy. …… Are they 

that confident about the snake poison they’ve put down?” 

Guo Zijian was a little unsure and couldn’t help but ask, “Little Chief, any more orders?” 

“If possible, pay more attention to Cozy’s movements, another thing, Xiao Yu doesn’t have a guard by 

her side, this definitely won’t work, ask Aunt Hong for me if someone can be transferred over ……” 

“Okay, Little Chief, I will bring your words to Director Hong!” Guo Zijian said. 



Ji Feng smiled and nodded, then hung up the phone, his face immediately became grave, his heart 

sighed: “This dynasty is really careful, fortunately at that time in the car slightly long, otherwise, may be 

a lot of words will be heard by the dynasty people!” 

Ji Feng was also staggered, this dynasty’s strength was also really amazing, emitting a bug with a range 

of about five kilometres, this was simply incredible, this kind of device, ordinary troops simply did not 

have it! 

Did this mean that the dynasty had infiltrated the army? 

The first thing you can do is to take a look at the situation from the top, and you can’t help but shake 

your head and laugh. 

Ji Feng threw the phone towards the bed and sat down, but in his heart he was still a bit shocked, the 

strength of the dynasty, in the end how big is it? 

“Ding ……” the phone suddenly rang again. 

Ji Feng didn’t look at it and casually picked it up, “Hello!” 

“Crazy, I know all about those two kids …… heck, this messed up, it really made me lose face!” Zhang 

Lei’s indignant voice came over the phone. 

Ji Feng was stunned, did not expect this phone call was actually from Zhang Lei, he laughed: “Lei Zi, your 

family is all talented, before there was a Tong Yu Yang, now there is a Tong Yu Jun ……” 

Zhang Lei gritted his teeth and said, “That bastard Tong Yujun, when he comes back, I will break his legs, 

this bastard has disgraced me!” 

“Forget it, I don’t think that kid is bad, he’s just a kid ……” Ji Feng laughed, “But that Su Yang, you know 

his family, right? Tell them on my behalf that children should still put their studies first!” 

“You can rest assured, I know what to do!” Zhang Lei grunted and said in an extremely unkind tone, “If I 

don’t give them a good beating this time, I’m really sorry you gave me this opportunity! I’m simply 

furious!” 

Zhang Lei couldn’t help but be angry, those two bastards had no choice but to molest the Ji family’s 

young princess, moreover, they even went to someone else’s doorstep to molest her, to put it mildly, it 

was just a child being naughty and not knowing what to do, but if it was more serious, it could definitely 

become an excuse for the two families to start a war! 

This kind of thing can be really big or small. 

Of course, Zhang Lei was not afraid of Ji Feng’s anger, the two brothers were not so much in conflict 

over this little matter, what really made Zhang Lei angry was that Tong Yujun, the bastard, had done 

this. 

Ji Feng also knew that Zhang Lei would definitely not give up on this, in fact, even if it was placed on 

himself, he would definitely have the same reaction as Zhang Lei, so he did not say anything to comfort 

him, just simply chatted a few more words and hung up the phone. 



“Phew-” Ji Feng let out a long breath, ever since he met Dynasty in Jiangzhou, this mysterious 

organization was like a big mountain weighing down on his heart, making him be on guard. 

In fact, there was really no fierce and direct conflict between the Dynasty and him, but for some reason, 

Ji Feng was just extremely wary of this Dynasty, as if it was an innate instinct, causing chills to run 

through Ji Feng’s body after he first saw the Dynasty’s reformers. 

“Could this be the legendary natural clash?” Ji Feng shook his head with a smile. 

In the evening, Ji Zhenhua, who had been busy all day, returned from work but was less tired, it was 

obvious that the set of fitness exercises Ji Feng had taught him and the bio-current he used to freshen 

up his father’s body had had a great effect. 

“Little Feng, did you play a big game at the Royal Club today?” Ji Zhenhua asked with a smile. 

Ji Feng, however, was sweating a little, he obviously couldn’t hide from his father about pretending to 

be a dude today. 

“Don’t ask much about the dynasty, someone will naturally worry about it!” Ji Zhenhua smiled faintly 

and said, “I believe your grandfather has already told you about it, so I won’t say more, just have it in 

your mind!” 

Ji Feng hesitated for a moment, but still couldn’t help but say, “Dad, the dynasty might be involved with 

the military as well ……” 

Ji Zhenhua waved his hand and interrupted Ji Feng’s words, saying, “Don’t say this nonsense in the 

future, there are some things that you can understand in your heart, remember?” 

Ji Feng immediately understood that the above must have already had a countermeasure, and he said 

no more. 

“Little Feng, your pharmaceutical factory, the pace should be slower, don’t cooperate with others, the 

big boy of the He family is not bad, he should be able to expand the channels!” Ji Zhenhua admonished 

again. 

Ji Feng nodded thoughtfully, he vaguely understood that this should be his father’s way of setting things 

up in order to guard against the dynasty or other forces. 

In fact, thinking about it, there was nothing wrong with selling special effects currents to outsiders, but if 

someone from abroad got it, or if the dynasty got it, it would not be a good thing. 

If even this simple special effect current has to be carefully guarded against others, then, in the future, if 

something good is produced, won’t it have to be kept even more strictly confidential? 

Since we are open for business, we can’t be so guarded all the time, we must think of a way to solve the 

worries. 

“Buzz~~!” Ji Feng felt his phone vibrating, he immediately took it out, but found that it was a message 

from Tong Lei: “Ji Feng, do you have time tonight?” 



Ji Feng instantly lit up, this was too ambiguous a question, did Lei Lei intend to ask herself out to a 

room? 

 


